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WEEK THREE 

CHAPTER SIX: Deep in the Closet 

 

The grinding buzz of an industrial-strength blender dragged me back to the land of the living. 

Sort of. 

I groggily lifted my head.  

Two guys with backpacks, poor posture, and poorer fashion taste stood at the cafe counter. Zayn 

was whipping up some concoction for them. 

The door chimes jingled as a girl came in, also with a backpack, though she had better posture.  

I was stretched out on the long bench by the far wall. Why?  

My brain felt as fuzzy as my mouth. 

Everything hurt. Head to toes. Little laser tag shots of pain were ping, ping, pinging my neck.  

“Freaking, freaking, frack, frack,” I muttered watching my language. Lightning bolts were not my 

friends this morning. At least until I’d had my coffee.  

Yesterday was the weirdest day of my life.  My heart gave a lurch. 

Correction. Afterlife.  

Even with no memory, I was sure nothing could top waking up in heaven, being tossed out on my 

ass, meeting the wolfman and a long-legged gator, battling two freakish demons armed with a flashlight 

and my potty mouth, and listening to the marching band of a four-armed demon king riding an eagle-

drawn carriage.  

We’d stumbled in after three having barely made the last train of the night.  

Graves morphed back to a human as soon as he crossed the threshold. Alistair was again an 

alligator and instead of yoga pants, I was back in my skirt and boxy tee. Zayn had popped up from behind 

the counter when we stumbled in. 



I went to the glass fridge by the counter to grab a bottle of water and saw a thick pile of blankets 

on the floor.  

“Were you sleeping?”  

Zayn nodded the flames on his horns only glowing embers. 

Graves was also chugging water and I whacked him on the back. “You make him sleep on the 

floor like a medieval servant?”  

He gurgled, choked, coughed, and wiped his face with the back of his sleeve. “What is with all 

the hitting? Sheesh. He doesn’t like it upstairs.”  

“I don’t like it upstairs,” echoed Zayn.  

I vaguely remembered asking “Where’s upstairs?” as I took my water and slumped onto the long 

bench at the back of the cafe.  

Graves mumbled some answer, but I was gone.  

Yawning, I swiped at my bangs and waited for Zayn to finish with the paying customers. 

“Can I have mucho, mucho espresso?” I mumbled, staggering over onto one of the counter stools.  

The cafe had a giant European coffee machine so we must have coffee despite all the froo-froo 

fruity pastel drinks illustrated on the big blackboard menu behind the counter. Illustrated very 

professionally actually.  

“Give me a minute,” Zayn said moving to the machine. He measured out coffee, slipped it inside 

a slot, and began working different levers. Steam clouded the air around him. With his back to me, he 

pulled down a mug and fiddled around the machine a bit more before sliding the cup and saucer over.  

It smelled heavenly.  

Inhaling deeply, I took a sip and promptly spit out the mouthful of coffee. Mostly all over Zayn.  

“Not again,” he sighed.  

I held the ceramic cup up, “You put tapioca in my espresso? Are you crazy?”  

“It will make you feel better,” he explained wiping himself off with a damp cloth.  

“No, it won’t!” I grabbed a plastic spoon from the counter and started spooning the chewy balls 

into the saucer, swearing silently under my breath.  

Zayn turned to brew a tapioca-free cup and I poured what was left of mine into it.  

Alistair was reading a newspaper. A real, honest-to-God paper one over in the corner.  

Graves was on a slim tablet with a portable keyboard tapping away and making faces at the 

screen. He didn’t look very happy  

Through the big plate-glass window, I watched as four young men piled out of a battered white 

van in the handicapped parking spot by our front door. All of them were dressed in dark colors, black 

hoodies pulled close around their faces. The driver stayed in the car.  



Gee, that didn’t look suspicious. Not at all.  

They crowded around the café’s front door. One put a hand out to push it open only to stop. A 

rumble of thunder shook the café.  

 Alistair and Graves both looked up.  

“Wasn’t me,” I quickly said.  

Zayn swiveled around to stare at the entrance.  

A Richter-scale worthy boom followed rolling from the back of the café to the front. I grabbed 

the counter to keep from falling off the stool. The wave knocked the hoodie boys onto their asses. A 

flurry of lighting zapped down, sending them falling all over themselves to get back in the van.  

The driver burned rubber getting out of the parking lot and nearly smashed into a city bus on 

Colorado Avenue as the gang tried to get away. A last jagged zap of lightning popped off the driver’s side 

mirror.  

The floor and walls gave a little shake and all was quiet again.  

Alistair went back to his paper, Graves to his tablet, and Zayn poured out my new cup of 

espresso.  

As he set it down, I asked, “Is nobody going to talk about what just happened.?” 

Zayn popped an eyebrow.  

I waved a hand at the door. “The café just chased out that group of hoodie boys.” 

“Of course it did,” said Alistair from behind his paper.  

“Because…” I prompted impatiently.  

He lowered the paper, his voice equally impatient. “Protection protocols,” and flipped it back up.  

“The Outpost is not a mere building,” said Zayn. “It is not alive, but it has a sort of spiritual 

essence. “ 

I stopped him. “What outpost? What are you talking about?”  

“Didn’t they tell you in processing?” 

“She didn’t have processing,” Alistair said.  

“Oh right. I forgot. The café is called an Outpost. More on that later. This building has threshold 

spells all around it, below, above, everywhere. Should the building sense danger, protection protocols are 

immediately triggered. A battalion could not enter without the passcode.” 

This time I popped an eyebrow. “Passcode?” 

“There’s a manual bypass for emergencies to open or close the building,” Graves said over his 

shoulder. “Verbal. A spell. Alistair oversees that.” 

Alistair raised one clawed hand in acknowledgment. 



I started to say something, Graves cut me off. “In case we need to trigger it while we’re outside. I 

can’t talk in wolf form.”  

“That’s not what I was going to ask. What you’re saying is the building made of concrete and 

bricks and steel can sense danger?” 

Graves and Zayn nodded. Maybe Alistair did as well behind his newspaper.  

“The building?”  

They nodded again.  

“Their intent was probably to rob us,” Zahn said pulling fruit out of the cold drawer and placing it 

on the chopping board.  

“The afterlife is on crack,” I sighed and sipped my cooling coffee.   

 “Who wants to know their horoscope?” Alistair said. 

Zayn raised a hand, “Me first!”  

Before Alistair could tell Zayn what the day held in store for him the door chimes jingled. A slim 

sylph of a girl swept into the cafe. Asian.  Sleek ponytail. Capri-length pink camo yoga pants and a faded 

double ‘G’ logo tee.  

This time the café gave what I interpreted as a happy little buzz that tickled the soles of my feet.  

Graves jumped away from the table and went to kneel by Alistair who immediately folded his 

paper and placed it on the table.  

I stared at the sudden flurry of movement. Why was Graves on the floor? 

The girl, beaming a smile at all, high-fived Alistair, saying “Hey Dude!” and practically jumped 

on Graves burying her face in his chest and mussing his hair. 

“Who’s a good puppy, who’s a good puppy?” she said in a coaxing voice.   

My coffee dribbled out of my mouth onto the counter. “What-the-fu...” 

Zayn grabbed my shirt pulling me off the stool dragging me to the far end of the counter before I 

could finish my sentence. 

Pushing him off with both hands I angled around the corner and kicked him in the shin. “Don’t 

yank me around!”  

“Ow! Why are you so violent? She sees us as we appear outside the door,” he whispered in a 

hushed voice rubbing his leg 

   The girl was now pawing Graves all over and asking if he wanted a belly rub.  

Magic door. Right. Graves was a wolf outside and Alistair was human. 

“But she is inside the door!” I pointed out. 

“Did you guys feel the earthquake?” she asked, still vigorously petting Graves.  



Alistair nodded as he got up and walked to my side of the café. “Maybe it was construction or 

something.” 

“Yeah maybe. Hey Zayn, how about a Tropical Passion with an immune boost?” 

“Coming right up.” He moved back to his station by the blenders.  

“Explain,” I demanded sotto voce from Alistair. “Why she is petting Graves.”  

“It’s complicated. As you saw, when we go out I am a normal-looking man. Graves is a giant 

wolf. Those manifestations Heaven insists we wear as penance.” 

“Wait, wait. Wolf, I get. How is looking human penance for you? Are you actually an alligator?” 

“I’m a Püca. I told you.” 

I shrugged my shoulders. “And that explains exactly what?” 

Alistair pursed his lips, his face tight. “Pücas are shapeshifters. At least my sort of Püca is. They 

deny me that. I can only be human. Or the alligator man. Imagine the boredom.” 

“I guess it’s like being forced to wear the same outfit day after day. Oh. Like me, from now on.” I 

flicked my stupid skirt.  

“Not the same thing at all!” He sounded peevish. “Much worse for Graves. Think about it. When 

humans, living, ordinary ones, come through the magic door they see our outside bodies. Ergo, she thinks 

Graves is a giant dog.” 

“He’s enjoying that,” I grimaced as she kissed him on the forehead.  

“And you’re not trapped in...” he wriggled his fingers at my outfit, “that. Once we finish the 

transformation, you can change into whatever you want. Your clothes aren’t glued on likesome sort of 

cheap plastic doll.” 

I was digesting this factoid as the girl skipped merrily over, a cheek-stretching smile on her heart-

shaped face, hand out. She had tiny sparkly gems in daisy patterns on each silver nail. “Hi, I’m Trahn. 

From Trahnsformative Nails next door.” 

“And I am?” I said to Alistair as I shook her delicate bird-like hand. 

“Trahn, this is Morgan. My stepsister. Going to be staying with us, um, helping with marketing.” 

“Cool!” She nodded, all wide-eyed.   

What brand of mascara was she using because her lashes looked like fine sable fur and I said so.  

“Thanks! It’s Japanese. Crazy cheap. Like six dollars in Tokyo. My cousin is married to a 

Japanese and lives there. She gets it for me. If you want one, let me know.”  

She flashed me a big smile and I could not help smiling back. She was so SoCal perky.  

“So, Morgan, are you, you know, all digital marketing and stuff or more real world?” 

“Otherworld, actually.”  

Alistair pinched me so I stepped on his foot.  



Trahn gave a peal of laughter. “Awesome.  Come over anytime and I’ll give you a free gel nail 

do-over.” She looked critically at my hand in hers. 

I pulled it away and stuck it in the slash pocket on my skirt.  That was justified. My nails looked 

like I’d dug my way out of the grave. I was going to take her up on that invitation ASAP.  

 “Am I in time for the horoscopes?” she said all chirpy and bright. 

“Absolutely.” Alistair returned to his newspaper. Sitting, he proceeded to read the Gemini 

forecast for Trahn, Taurus for Zayn, Leo for himself, Pisces for Graves (Trahn insisted the dog needed to 

know).   

Zayn walked out from behind the counter to hand her an oversized frothy orange drink. “I put in 

an extra dose of protein powder as well.”   

She took a long sip. “Yum! Your stuff is the best. My day can’t start without one of your 

smoothies. I even have to come on my day off or I just feel wrong. Hey! What about your sister, 

Alistair?” She looked at me. “What sign are you?” 

My mind went blank. Good question. I didn’t know my last name much less a birth month.  

Alistair cleared his throat and said without missing a beat, “Scorpio, because she stings.”  

Trahn laughed and I glared at the gator.  

Alistair and the LA Times said my day would be full of challenges.  

No shit.  

Trahn handed a folded bill to Zayn. “See you guys later. Welcome to the neighborhood, Morgan.” 

She skipped out giving Graves’ head a final pat. 

His handsome face was flushed and there were beads of sweat on his forehead as he pulled 

himself back to a standing position. It must be awkward having people think you were a dog.  

“Does she try and give you biscuits?” I asked. 

Graves turned even redder. 

“She did in the beginning,” laughed Zayn. “We had to tell her he was on a special diet.” 

The chimes above the door jingled again and two burly guys in beater tanks and bulgy muscles 

came in.  

“Come on,” Alistair said. “I’ll show you your room.” 

I pulled him to a stop. “Whoa, whoa, whoa. I have a room? Why did you make me sleep on the 

bench!” 

“We didn’t make you do anything.” He pried my fingers off his arm. “You fell asleep on the 

bench. We left you there.”  



He placed one hand on the edge of the big, framed mirror and easily swung it open revealing a 

narrow stairway. With a tilt of his chin, he motioned me inside, closing the hidden door silently behind 

us. 

We stood for a moment in the cramped foyer.  

“Well, go.” 

I went.  

The top of the narrow stairway led to another foyer that split into a ‘V’ shape, a hallway on both 

sides. We took the hall on the right.  

Alistair pointed at a door.  

“This is me. My bedroom.” He pointed at another door next to it. “My and Graves bathroom.”  

We rounded the corner. 

“Graves room is here.” 

The door was open.  I saw an unmade bed. Otherwise, the small room seemed clean enough. It 

looked manly: leather armchair and footrest in some dark textile print in the corner, stand lamp, Persian 

carpet, wooden desk under a small window.  

Alistair swung open the next door. “This is your room now.” 

I looked in and sighed in despair. Whoever decorated it went shopping at Beige World. Beige 

bedding, beige curtains, beige carpet. All your beige dreams fulfilled. 

He pointed to another door and opened it. “At least your bathroom is ensuite, which is nice. 

Right?”  

‘Ensuite’ made the room sound more glamourous than it was. The bathroom tile and walls were a 

faded jade green. Yellowing acrylic sliding doors hid the bath. A rectangular window of glazed glass sat 

inside that. Sink. Built-in cabinets. Mirror. Unlike the aging decor of the rest of the room, the toilet was 

sparkling white, full of buttons and lights.  

 “Inverness had it put in. It’s Japanese.” 

“Ace,” I said and meant it.  

The place was scrubbed and clean. No mold or gunk. Countertop clear of clutter. Threadbare 

beige towels neatly folded on the rack. No toothbrush or razor. Alistair must have thrown away 

Inverness’s stuff after he died. Again.   

Back in the bedroom, I parted the faded beige curtains to look out the window next to the bed: 

narrow alley, dumpsters, somebody’s backyard fence.  

My face must have reflected my feelings.  

“You can do whatever you want with it, of course,” Alistair said hastily. “Inverness didn’t really 

care much for decorating.” 



“Or color,” I added. 

I sat on the bed, contemplating the drabness of my new afterlife. “How can I make changes? I 

haven’t got any money.” 

“Oh, no, not true. You get a little salary. We all do.” He pulled his phone out of his pocket and 

touched a dollar-sign app. “See. It will come through your phone. Which you should receive shortly.”  

“I have money?” 

“Monthly stipend. Not a lot but enough to fix this place up. I always thought it would like nice in 

blue. You know?”  

Tears welled up in my eyes and my nose started to run.  

“That’s good,” I said in a wobbly voice. “Really good.”  

Alistair sat next to me, curling his long tail to the side. The bed sagged so far, I had to adjust my 

balance to avoid falling on top of him.  

“I won’t lie,” he said, “demon slaying is a rough assignment. Also, Graves, Zayn, me, we can all 

be wankers. As can you, I gather.” 

I narrowed my eyes at him.  

“Don’t deny it!”  

Taking a deep breath, I admitted he was right, they were jerks. 

He laughed.  

“But we’re not prisoners. We can take a walk, go to a film, have a pint of beer or glass of wine. 

Heaven can be cold,” he ran a hand in front of his green scaly body. “And yet, the afterlife is not only in 

the minus column.” 

Getting back to his feet, he indicated the door. “There’s something else you have to see.”  

I followed him to the other side of the hall.  

“This is Zayn’s room.”  

He opened the door and I peeked in.  

It was bigger than mine. Sort of ‘Thousand- and One-Nights’ decor. Several layers of paisley 

curtains, thick richly colored carpets of different sizes. An oversized chair draped in what looked like 

blankets and maybe fur. A low, oblong table with cushions around it and a simple pallet bed piled with 

pillows.  

It looked like a cozy escape from the cafe.  

“So you really don’t make him sleep on the floor?”  

“Zayn is a Djinn. No one outside of heaven makes him do anything he doesn’t want. The problem 

is the closet.” 

“He’s afraid of closets, too?” I asked  



“He’s afraid of this one,” said Alistair in an ominous tone.  

He pointed across the hall to a paneled door along the left-hand wall.   

“This,” he waved a hand around the hall, “place, the grounds of the cafe, where we live, is called 

an Outpost. Like I started to explain downstairs. It is far more than a building. Outposts are built over 

Portals into the Mortal World. This is but one of many around the world. In California, there are outposts 

in San Diego and Palm Springs. Then one in Phoenix and another in Portland. Every Demon Squad is 

housed in an Outpost. One of our charges is guarding the Portals to see nothing nasty gets through.” 

The door bulged slightly and I jumped.   

“There’s something inside?” I spluttered.  

He nodded.  

“Something nasty?” 

“Yes. This is a vital part of our service to heaven. We protect the Portal. Ensuring the integrity of 

the seals on the door. Keeping what is inside from getting out.” 

“You’re saying we have literal monsters in the closet?”  

“Not monsters. Gods.” 

“Okay, now you’re just messing with me,” I scoffed, reaching for the doorknob. 

Alistair grabbed my hand and pushed me out of the way. “No!” His voice was practically shrill. 

“No, really. Truly.” 

Crossing my arms over my chest, I narrowed my eyes. “Still not buying it.”  

“For God... I mean, heaven’s sake. Why did you have to miss your Afterlife 101 class? Human 

souls and spirits have incalculable energy. We have helped to create or at least empower our gods and 

lesser deities since people were people. In the past, far, far past, thanks to the infinite creativity of the 

human mind, the godly pantheons became too crowded. It was chaotic both on earth and above. A group 

of heavenly hosts decided to thin the pantheons out.  Consolidate worshippers and the energy they create. 

There was a war. Most of the older gods plus their attendant spirits or Demi-Gods were imprisoned.” 

He pointed at the door.    

“You are...” 

He pressed his hand over my mouth before I could finish a well-deserved ‘fucking kidding me!’ 

“Fewer gods meant more energy. More power and control. Before you ask, Angels were the 

deciding factor in the war.” 

I hadn’t thought to ask that.  

“Never underestimate them as soldiers. Angels, I mean. Christian, Moslem, and Buddhist Gods 

now control the balance of power.  Hinduism threw in with their lot as well, so it still has some localized 

pull.”  



Prying his hand away from my mouth, I looked closely at his face. He wasn’t just sincere, he was 

frightened. Alligators can look frightened. I was learning so many new things.  

“They trapped the old Gods?” 

“Yes.” 

“In closets? Hall closets were their secure facility of choice?” 

He whipped his tail back and forth in agitation and snapped his long jaws open and closed. “Of 

course it’s not really a closet. That’s just the illusion the spell takes. In the past, they were caves, stone 

circles, bottomless pits. Outposts evolved along with civilization.” 

“Is it locked? Because you sort of freaked out when I almost touched it.” 

He hesitated and I wasn't’ sure he was going to answer. Finally, he took a deep breath and let it 

out slowly.  “Spelled. The door is spelled. I don’t know why I jumped. The spell locks it against the 

unworthy. People like... you know... like us. I can’t open it. Neither can Graves or Zayn and of course...” 

“Me,” I finished for him.  

“You.”   

Ouch 

 “What about Angels?” 

He shook his head. “Especially not Angels. They rebelled once. The Heavenly Host understands 

they could again.” 

I stared at the closet, still only half believing him.  

“As long as the door remains closed, what is inside can never get out. Understand?” 

I nodded. Sure. Why not? 

“Also, it may try to talk to you. Don’t listen. It will say anything it can to get you to help. That’s 

why Zayn refuses to sleep upstairs.  Graves and I have both offered him our rooms but he refuses. He says 

he can hear it whisper everywhere upstairs.”  

“Can you?” 

“No. Who or what is inside has no interest in me.” 

“Graves.” 

“The same.” 

Zayn heard it. The ‘whatever’ inside was interested in him.  

“Hey, it could be worse,” he said with forced cheerfulness. “We could have a monster under the 

bed portal!”  

I didn’t laugh.  

“Hello?” called a woman’s voice from the first floor. “Alistair? Are you up there?”  

“Yikes!” Alistair jumped. He swept around and his tail knocked me off my feet. 



“Awk!” I squawked, falling to the floor.  

“Sorry, sorry,” mumbled Alistair picking me back up.  

 He ran a hand over his head as if he was smoothing his hair — which he did not have as an 

alligator — and tugged at his suit. 

“It’s Philippa,” he said a little breathlessly. He spun around and dashed down the stairs. 

Sidestepping his tail in a hop, I half fell against the closet door. 

It was smooth and hot and not in a good way. Like a snake. Pulling away, my skin stuck to it just 

enough to boost the creep factor significantly.  

“Who’s Philippa?” I called. 

“Morgan,” whispered a voice from inside the closet.  

I gulped.   

“Morgan. Vengeance.”  

There were several rough, hoarse voices speaking.  

Not an ‘it’, a ‘they.’ 

“Vengeance? Why would I want that?” I managed to stutter. 

The closet door bulged out in the shape of three grinning faces. “You were murdered.” 

  



CHAPTER SEVEN: It Must Be Bitchcraft 

 

 

Zayn and Alistair picked up the chairs and tables as the roll of thunder slowly drifted away. A 

smoke alarm was blaring, and the cafe smelled like burning rubber. 

“Would you stop swearing!” Graves growled climbing on top of the counter and poking the 

smoke alarm with a broom handle.  

The noise stopped.  

“Faces,” I pointed my fingers around my mouth, “door!” I opened and closed my hands, “Voices! 

They said I was murdered!” 

Graves jumped down. “Didn’t Alistair tell you not to get too close and for heaven’s sake don’t 

listen. The voices are full of lies. They say whatever they think you want to hear.” 

“I did tell her that!” Alistair protested. He was sheltering in the doorway, half in and half out.  

“How do they know what to say?” My hands were trembling. I shoved them inside my pockets. 

The cold, slithery voices and their whisper of murder echoing in my head.  

He shrugged off my question, “Later. Philippa is here.” He gestured to the front door.  

It swung all the way open. “Is it safe to come back in?” Asked a woman’s voice.  

Alistair moved out of the way. “Yes, please, so sorry about that. Newly dead, control issues,” he 

said laughing in a silly way.  

I looked over at the woman, temporarily shoving haunted closets to the side.  

This was Philippa. Our Liaison. Which, I gathered, meant she was sort of our boss.  

Brown skin, raven hair shot through with red-gold streaks. Fully as tall as all three men here. 

Okay, two men and an alligator. Green eyes, a little overboard on the black eyeliner, full mouth, red 

lipstick. Strong, masculine features. Though there was nothing masculine about her bountiful breasts and 

curvaceous hips squeezed into a cap sleeve royal blue dress nipped at the waist. The blue snakeskin kitten 

heels perfectly matched the color of the dress.  

I hated her on sight. 

“This is it?” said a woman pointing at me. 

“I am not an it, bit...”  

Graves clamped a large hand over my mouth. 

“Don’t, please,” he entreated.  

I glared at him. He dropped his hand and stepped away.  

The woman took his place, moving in a little too close. She appraised me up and down with a 

sour look on her face. “This is your new weapons guy?” 



After a moment of silence, Graves said, “Yes. Morgan. She took out two demons yesterday with 

her flashlight.” 

I composed my features into what I hoped was a, ‘Yeah. Two! In your face!’ look. 

Alistair was staring at the woman, too. Except he looked sort of puppyish. If you have never seen 

an alligator look puppyish, it is quite an interesting sight. Like he was waiting for her to throw the ball so 

he could fetch it. His scaly tail swept back and forth and his lips were pulled back showing too many 

teeth.  

“Weapons gal. Yes. What’s it to you?” I said tilting my chin up. 

“Let me make this clear, weapons person. You,” she pointed a perfect apricot-colored gel nail at 

me, “are down here. Under my thumb. Me,” she pointed up, “I am up there. I am your Liaison with 

heaven. The liaison for the entire team. If you want something, you have to go through me.”  

The hair on my arms stood and my nerves went all tingly. Was that a threat?  

“And the Acolytes organization,” said Graves. “You work with them.” 

She cut her eyes to him and frowned, “I believe you mean they work with me.” 

Oooooh, burn.  

If Graves had been in his wolf form, I think his lip would have curled over an oversized fang. 

Perhaps no love lost between liaison-lady and the wolfman? 

Meanwhile, Alistair stood in the middle of the room nodding like an alligator-shaped bobble-

head.  

The ear-splitting grind of one of the smoothie blenders made me jump.  

Zayn.  A few seconds later, he walked to her side. He leaned forward to hand over a creamy 

yellow drink in a tall cup with a pink straw.  

Was that a bow? 

“Did you just bow to her?” I hadn’t meant to blurt that thought out. Too late now.  

He gave me what can only be described as a deer in the headlights look.  

Philippa ignored me. “Thank you, Zayn.” She paused to take a long sip. “Oh, yum! Mango and 

pineapple?” 

“With a bit of guava,” said the Djinn making a pinching motion with his fingers. He stood there 

uncertainly for a few moments more. The flames on his horns flickering weakly.  

I looked from him to Alistair and then Graves.  

Gator man was in awe of Philippa.  

She made Zayn nervous. He was trying hard to please her.  

 In contrast, Graves’ mouth was twisted down, eyebrows pressed together. I don’t think he liked 

her at all.  



Good. 

Because after that ‘you are down here, I am up there’ remark, I didn’t like her either. 

She turned away from Zayn with a dismissive movement of her smoothie. “Speaking of demons. 

That was a nasty business at the racecourse. Demons making the horses sick, correct?” 

“You know about that already?” Graves said.  

She blinked. Once. Twice.  

‘Hmmm,’ I thought loudly to myself.  

“I keep informed,” she said after a pause. “That’s part of my job. However, you should have 

informed me when you began this investigation.”  

‘Nice bit of deflection,’ I thought. Because that is exactly what it was.  

Graves crossed his arms over his chest and frowned harder. Frowning seemed to be one of his 

talents in both human and wolf form. “Inverness was the one who started the investigation. We weren’t 

sure it was anything but speculation. After he disappeared, we found the first body and just ran with it.” 

He went on to describe the nasty loop of bodies, bacteria, infection, feeding, and inevitable 

equine death.   

“Twenty-four horses dead so far this year and counting. At least four humans were murdered, 

probably more. We didn’t dig up all the corpses. Too much exposure.” 

“Which is precisely why you should have consulted me.” Philippa flared her teardrop-shaped 

nostrils and I realized who she reminded me of.  

The peacock-winged angel who’d tossed me out of heaven. They had the same sort of nostrils. 

Though why I would notice nostrils I couldn’t say. Maybe I’d been a plastic surgeon in my former life?  

“The track is a far too public venue,” she continued, her tone verging on imperious. “Raoul and 

Veronique should have been called in once you were sure it was demons. High profile cases are for the 

Alpha Team.”  

I got the feeling she was mentally clenching her teeth. Something had pissed her off about this 

case.  

‘Hmmm,’ again.  

Graves continued smoothly, “We believed it was just a local infestation. Not worth their time. 

However, after consideration, it could be happening at other racecourses as well.” 

“So of course...” Philippa prompted. 

The muscles in Graves’ jaw tightened. “So of course we will hand this over to you.” 

I did not believe that is what he thought for a minute.  

“Were they making money off this?” she asked. 

Alistair appeared to finally focus on the conversation. “Money? Yes, money. Bethel...” 



Graves cut him off, “Bethel is one of our suspects. We’re not sure if the demons were his. It is 

possible that gambling was a motive.” 

He gave Alistair one of the poison-dart looks and Alistair had the presence of mind to shut his big 

gator mouth. 

“If so, Bethel is an obvious choice. He has the most to gain.” Philippa looked down, smoothing 

her already perfectly smooth skirt. “Leave this for the team downtown. They’ll take it from here.” 

To my surprise, none of the men objected. I kept quiet, too. There was so much subtext to both 

the conversations and the body language in the room, even I in my newbie dead state could feel it.  

She turned, dress flaring in a pretty pirouette. The meeting appeared to be over. “I’ve left the 

packet for the new girl on the counter.” She pointed and I followed her hand. A small brown cardboard 

box was indeed there. “Cell phone, keys, etc. Keita Yamaguchi, isn’t it?” She indicated my outfit with 

another motion of her smoothie. 

Not sure where this was going, I nodded. 

“People say his shirts make them look fat. I say it’s not the cut of the cloth that’s responsible.” 

 And she was out the door. 

 A hop, skip, and a jump, and I would have had her by the ass if Alistair and Graves hadn’t 

jumped into action. Blocking my way, they held me back until the door shut.   

“Bitch just called me fat!” I snarled. 

The two men’s eyes shot skyward. Zayn vaulted back over the counter and hid. 

No lightning rained down.  

No thunder.  

‘Damn straight,’ I thought. Even the Angels knew swearing is sometimes justified.  
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